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for the migration of the Banu Sab! or their forefathers was
probably the persecutions to which tlie Jews of Tostar and
its vicinity were subjected in the days of the Buwayhids.1
They may not have proceeded direct to Pustat. We know
that in Baghdad there was a quarter inhabited by people
from Tustar,2 and this may have been a station in their
wanderings. The rise of a new economic centre in Egypt
and the transfer of the political and * economic hegemony
from Baghdad to Fustat owing to the supremacy of the
Fatimid dynasty no doubt determined their ultimate goal.3
In Cairo these Persian Jews would have settled in the
Jewish quarter. At that time there was already a considerable
Jewish population in Cairo which, as we know from the
Geniza, consisted of a number of communities divided
according to their geographical origin : that of the Byzantines,
the Damascenes, the Baghdadis. etc. The family of the
Banu Sahl probably joined the already existent Babylonian-
'Iraqi community,* within which they developed their
economic activity.
Inner Organization
Just as in the Baghdad firm of Joseph, Aaron and Co. we
recognized an enterprise based upon blood relationship,
so here we find the brothers Abu Safid and Abu Xasr con-
stituting the single firm of Sahl Brothers. Maqrizi describes
them, explicitly as " two Jewish Brothers ",5 and as such
they are also mentioned in other sources. The Geniza material
in particular has a good deal to say about them both.
The Arabic sources speak also of a son of Abu Sa'd,6
1 Cf. Misk.t 378.   The ancestors of our Banu Sahl may have been among
those whose fortunes -were confiscated.
» Y&q*t, i, 850, 20 f.
 *	L. Massignon (ISinfluence de rIslam, p. 8) supposes that the Fatimid
Caliphs had  attracted Jewish hankers to Cairo in order to -weaken the
Caliphate of Baghdad.
 *	See J. Mann, The. Jews in Egypt, i, 206; Ibn Duqmaq, i, 108 ;   Benjamin
of Twlela, ed. M. N. Adler, London, 1907, p. 98.
 *	Maqrizi, i, 424.
 *	Ibn Muya&iar, 15, 32 ; as-Sairafi, 61 ; as-Suyuti, ii, 154.

